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FROM GIACOMO GIROLAMO CASANOVA

Though man is free, he must not believe that he is free to do as he pleases. He becomes a slave as soon as decides to act when he is moved by some passion. Nisi pariet imperat (“Unless it obeys, it commands”). He who has the strength to defer acting until he is calm again is the wise man. Such a being is rare...

If anyone calls me a sensualist he will be wrong, for the power of my senses never drew me from my duty when I had one. For the same reason Homer should never have been taxed with drunkenness: Laudibus arguitur vini vinosus Homerus (“Homer’s praise of wine convicts him of having been given to wine”).

I have always liked highly seasoned dishes: macaroni prepared by a good Neapolitan cook, olla podrida, good sticky salt cod from Newfoundland, high game on the very edge, and cheeses whose perfection is reached when the little creatures which inhabit them become visible. As for women, I have always found that the one I was in love with smelled good, and the more copious her sweat the sweeter I found it.

What a depraved taste! How disgraceful to admit it and not blush for it! This sort of criticism makes me laugh. It is precisely by virtue of my coarse tastes, I have the temerity to believe, that I am happier than other men, since I am convinced that my tastes make me capable of more pleasure. Happy they who know how to obtain pleasure without harming anyone....
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